
Importance of Soft Skills for a Job Seeker 

 An interview, as a matter of fact,  is a showcase of your soft skills, especially 

your communication skills. To secure a job, it is important for you as an interviewee to 

clearly and effectively communicate your past accomplishments and experiences and 

why you are the best fit for the job.  Moreover, you must also be able to communicate 

how you can bring significant value to the organization. 

Anyone can learn something new, but it takes soft skills like personality, confidence, motivation 

and drive to succeed in any given position. Your work ethic, your attitude, your communication 

skills, your emotional intelligence and a whole host of other personal attributes are the soft skills 

that are crucial for career success. ... Problem solving, delegating, motivating, and team building are 

all much easier if you have good soft skills. 

Soft skills virtually refer to the ways you carry yourself in the professional world. Your 

interaction with colleagues, superiors and professional dedication for completing a task 

without taking any work pressure come under the ambit of soft skills. 

Importance 

One main problem is that the significance of these soft skills is usually undervalued, and 

there is very less training being provided for these. This is because, all companies tend to 

expect their employees to know how to behave on the job. They often presume that every 

individual has a reasonable understanding of how important it is to be on time, working as a 

team, taking initiatives and bring out excellent quality work. 

The importance of soft skills can be understood through the ways in which you work in key 

areas of your profession. Here are 4 major contributions of soft skills: 

• Making you an Effective Communicator 

As a manager, you are expected to play multiple roles. You might be required to convey 

some technical information to employees who are from administrative field. Your soft skill as 

a manager lies in the ability in communicating the thought process clearly to employees 

across the spectrum so that the task at hand gets completed successfully. 

The relevance of effective communication as a soft skill can be understood from the fact that 

not only the performance of the employees working under your leadership grows owing to 

your soft skill but your career graph too shows an upward trend. 

• Helping you Emerging as a Strong Leader 

Strong leadership is another soft skill which you need to possess in the professional world. In 

case you are a strong leader, the skill gets identified in the natural course of action. You will 

be assigned leadership positions beyond your ability too, in case you show an inclination of 

having this skill. 



Why Soft Skills Matter - Making Sure Your Hard Skills Shine 

Beyond the technical skills, though, which dentist do you go to? The one who is pleasant and 

takes time to answer your questions; or the one who treats you like a number in a long line of 

numbered mouths? 

Which secretary do you retain when times are lean? The one whose attitude is positive and 

upbeat, and who is always willing to help; or the one who is inflexible and has a hard time 

admitting mistakes? Likewise, think about accountants. The one who has a great work ethic 

and encourages his colleagues is the one who will, most likely, excel in his position and 

organization.  

In these situations, and all the others like them, it's the soft skills that matter.  

While your technical skills may get your foot in the door, your people skills are what open 

most of the doors to come. Your work ethic, your attitude, your communication skills, your 

emotional intelligence and a whole host of other personal attributes are the soft skills that are 

crucial for career success.  

With these soft skills you can excel as a leader. Problem solving, delegating, motivating, and 

team building are all much easier if you have good soft skills. Knowing how to get along with 

people – and displaying a positive attitude – are crucial for success. 

The problem is, the importance of these soft skills is often undervalued, and there is far less 

training provided for them than hard skills. For some reason, organizations seem to expect 

people know how to behave on the job. They tend to assume that everyone knows and 

understands the importance of being on time, taking initiative, being friendly, and producing 

high quality work.  

It's important for you to recognize the vital role soft skills play within your team and not only 

work on developing them within yourself, but encourage their development throughout the 

organization. Areas to examine and evaluate include: 

• Personal accountability. 

• The degree of collaboration. 

• Interpersonal negotiation 

•  skills 

•  Conflict resolution 

•  People's adaptability and flexibility.  

•  The clarity of communications 

•  Creative thinking.  

•  Inclusion 

•  Coaching and mentoring 

The more of these things you see around you, the better people's soft skills are likely to be 

within your organization. These all have a significant impact on the attitude a person brings 

to interactions with clients, customers, colleagues, supervisors, and other stakeholders. The 

more positive someone's attitude is, the better that person's relationships will be. That's what 

fosters great team performance, and leads people to contribute strongly to the organization's 

vision and strategy. 



You might have heard people talk about "soft skills" before and wondered what exactly they 

mean. Well, they're not talking about software or softball or anything fluffy... 

Soft skills is a term often used by careers advisors and employers to describe the kind of 

essential personal skills and social capabilities people need to be able to do most jobs. 

The best thing about soft skills is you don’t need qualifications to get them and you can start 

working on them right now, whether you are at school, in training or in work. 

'Soft skills tend to come from life experience' 

Believing in yourself and all your personal skills can help you work with people better, take 

on difficult new tasks and generally achieve all the things you need to do to be a master of 

soft skills. 

Activity: What soft skills do you have? 

We’ve introduced you to the idea of soft skills, but how many do you have down? We have a 

feeling it could be more than you think. Grab a pen and write down an example of when 

you've done something to demonstrate each of the personal skills above. 

We, at our center, will prepare the students for  CV TO SELECTION. This include preparing 

the resume, facing the interview skills, do'd and dont's of interview, interview etiquettes 

and mock interview. Apart from this, exposure to corporate culture and behavioural 

therapy to face the challenges in life. 


